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INTRODUCTION 

Many who are lovers of opera are aware that female 

singers often appear in male roles. This performance 

practice is known by several different terms: trouser 

role, hosenrolle, musico, or pants part. This label ap- 

plies as much to the legitimate theatre as it does to 

opera. 

This paper will discuss the development of the op- 

eratic trouser role. The background in drama is traced 

from the ancient Greek theatre to the dawn of opera in 

1597. The place of the castrato as a forerunner of the 

female trouser role is discussed, followed by a considera- 

tion of the transition from the use of castrato in opera 

to the use of sopranos and mezzo -sopranos in male roles. 

The nineteenth century was the period in which the 

trouser role was most prevalent, and the different charac- 

ter types which arose are discussed. There is an overview 

of the trends set in the twentieth century. 

Within each of the style periods, specific trouser 

roles are considered. By observing the performance prac- 

tices of each of these periods, we can see how the use of 

women in male roles contributed to the ideals of the 

theatre during each of those times. In addition, the 

1 
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changing direction of operatic composition in the late 

twentieth century may be seen in part in the decline of 

the trouser role. Some consideration is given to the 

future of the trouser role and alternatives to that compo- 

sitional style. 



CHAPTER 1 

DRAMATIC BACKGROUND IN DIFFERENT CULTURES 

Nay, boys are imitating men, 
This mania so bewitches, 

And women imitate them, then, 
Who wish to wear the breeches. 

This somewhat tongue -in -cheek comment, made by 
1 

Charles Mathews in 1820 , reflects the attitude of his day 

toward women appearing in male roles. At that time it was 

quite common for women to play men's parts, not only in 

opera but in the legitimate theatre as well. This was 

quite a reversal from the long- standing tradition in Indo- 

European society where only men were allowed to appear on 

stage, often appearing in female roles. 

The practice of men playing female roles dates from 

the dawn of dramatic representation. Evolving from reli- 

gious festivals and ceremonies, which in most cases were 

male dominated, the earliest theatre maintained this prac- 

tice. In the time of Sophocles in the fifth century 

before Christ, the actors and the chorus of the Greek 

tragedy were all male. Since they used masks and wore 

heavy robes, an actor could display his range of talents 

Kited in Jane W. Stedman, "If the Tights Fit," 
Opera News, (January 7, 1967), p.6. 
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by first representing a male character, and then a female 

character, in the same play. 

Other cultures also showed the tendency toward male 

dominance in the theatre. The Kathakali drama of India 

used only male actors, with the female roles being taken 

by young men. Although the Bharata Natyam is traditional- 

ly performed by women, this form of entertainment is a 

descendant of early temple dance and so falls into that 

category than into the area of drama. A third style of 

Indian drama, Kathak, has been in the past and is present- 

ly performed by both men and women, so we see a variety in 

the performance practices in that country's tradition. 

The theatre developed in different cultures in dif- 

ferent ways. In Japan, actresses and female dancers were 

accepted in early times. What changed this and how is 

happened is well described by Burdick: 

In the early years of the seventeenth cen- 
tury, 0-Kuni, an erotic dancer of extraordinary 
talents, invented a sensational dance -drama that 
required a large troupe of performers. She be- 
came the toast of her day and after her death 
others assumed the direction of the troupe she 
had formed. In time the so- called Pleasure Wo- 
man's Kabuki became so notorious for its im- 
morality that all women were forbidden by of- 
ficial ban to perform in public. After 1630 
women's roles were taken by young boys, but 
still greater scandal ensued and twenty -two 
years later they too were put under interdic- 
tion. Certain Kyogen actors -- the clowns of 
Japanese theatre -- then left off playing their 
usually ribald roles and took the women's parts, 
developing the delicate onnigata style 
that is such an admired form of modern Kabuki.2 

2 

Jacques Burdick, Theater (New York: Newsweek Books, 
1974), p. 108. 
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It is interesting that it was at the time when women were 

beginning to be accepted into the European theatre in the 

early seventeenth century that the.Japanese were excluding 

women from theirs. 

In China, women were forbidden by decree to appear on 

stage until quite recent times. Even in the twentieth 

century the stock character Tan -- a role type which 

includes the serious young woman, the frivolous maiden, 

the amazon, and the old crone -- has been the specialty of 

male actors. In modern times women have been permitted to 

appear on the stage in China and play an important part in 

the Beijing Opera. 

In these cultures and others one can note a his- 

torical male dominance on the stage. And although we, 

with our twentieth century perspective, may find it fairly 

easy (although somewhat strange) to accept a woman singing 

the male role of Cherubino or Octavian, it has not always 

been this way. The transition from men acting female 

roles to women acting male roles is one which occurred 

over a long period of time. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE EARLY CHRISTIAN CHURCH 

The classic Greek theatre, and later the Roman which 

based its practices upon those of the Greek, allowed only 

men to appear on stage. When we attempt to chart a course 

from the Roman Age to that of the early Christian era, we 

find virtually no reliable information regarding the thea- 

tre prior to the tenth century A.D. One of the reasons 

for this was the complete dominance of the Christian 

Church in European society. Seeing the mime as a servant 

of the devil, the early Church put all actors under gene- 

ral interdiction. Classical actors, mimes, and performing 

troupes of all kinds were considered outlaws, with no 

recognized place in society. They were excluded from the 

Christian community and were refused the Sacraments. The 

power of the Church was so great that even as late as the 

end of the thirteenth century professional performers had 

no rights to property. It is no surprise that there is 

little information regarding the performance practices in 

the early Christian era. To record them would be to admit 

that actors existed, and this was denied by the Church. 

Yet the Church was the unifying power of society 

in the Middle Ages. It had the power to prohibit 

6 
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the presentation of drama in what we would call a secular 

theatre. However, once forbidden outside the Church, one 

can see the development of drama within the Christian 

community itself. It originated in musical settings of 

the Easter and Nativity stories, and in the eleventh 

century extended to the story of the Epiphany. The litur- 

gical dramas of the eleventh through fourteenth centuries 

developed into the mystery plays of the fourteenth through 

sixteenth centuries. Although Church dramas were primari- 

ly produced in Latin, an increasing use of the vernacu- 

lar, beginning with the Mystère d'Adam in the twelfth 

century, may have helped contribute to the secularization 

of drama. Other developments included sponsorship by the 

community as well as by the Church, performance outside 

the Church proper, and an increasing interest in secular 

music as the population became more wealthy. 

The medieval music dramas, having been developed and 

performed within the context of the Church, were presented 

by priests, monks, and clerics. The parts of women, as in 

the play The Three Maries, were taken by young boys. As 

the demands of dramatic production became more complex, 

the need for professional actors arose, and professional 

guilds were established. As drama left the confines of 

the Church, actresses began to take the parts of women, 

although this practice was still frowned upon by the 

Church. By the late sixteenth century actresses were 
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quite common in France, and occasionally appeared on the 

stage in both Italy and Spain. In England, however, all 

women's parts continued to be played by boys, including 

those of Shakespeare's heroines. These adolescent boys 

were well- trained not only in delivery of their lines, but 

also in deportment and the manner in which to play their 

female roles convincingly -- an important point to bear in 

mind when considering the later practice of women playing 

male roles. 

To show how adamant the English public was regarding 

actresses, one need only relate the reaction, in 1629, to 

King Charles I allowing French actresses to appear on 

stage in order to humor his wife. The audience forced the 

actresses off the stage by hissing, booing, and throwing 

of apples -- certainly a source of embarrassment to King 

Charles, for his wife had planned to appear with them. A 

Puritan critic impolitic enough to criticize the appear- 

ance of the actresses was subject to treatment by Charles' 

secret police, pilloried, and had his ears cut off. Yet 

the Puritan uprising and the English Civil War resulted 

in the closing of the public theatres, and it was not 

until their reopening (circa 1660) that actresses joined 

the previously all. -male companies, playing both female 

and male roles. 

On the Continent, women had been performing as sing- 

ers at least since the advent of opera in 1597. At first 
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they sang only in court presentations, but eventually 

appeared in public performances. In spite of the begin- 

ning of relaxed attitudes toward women on stage, they were 

not yet totally accepted. At least three things stood in 

the way, the first being the powerful influence of the 

Church. Transitions have not historically come easily to 

the tradition -centered Catholic Church, and the acceptance 

of women in music after centuries of denial did not occur 

quickly. Second, there appeared to be a real shortage of 

qualified women singers. After the first few years of the 

new music form, opera, the number of female singers de- 

clined. The women who did sing were considered to be 

singers da camera -- we would call them chamber singers - 

whose voices were light and sweet but small in size and so 

unsuited to the concerthall or operatic stage. Third, the 

emergence of the castrati, with their powerful voices and 

wide ranges, presented an alternative to the introduction 

of the female voice into both the areas of religious music 

and the performance of opera. 



CHAPTER THREE 

THE PLACE OF THE CASTRATO IN THE CHURCH 

The origins of the practice of castration in order to 

produce male singers with high voices is not known, al- 

though the practice itself has been known since before 

Biblical times. Reasons for castration included torture, 

punishment for crimes committed, providing "safe" protec- 

tors for a harem, and rendering a prisoner of war impotent 

and, in a psychological sense, harmless. The Jewish and 

Christian Churches both forbade the practice, considering 

it barbaric, and the Christian (Catholic) Church decreed 

that any person who performed the operation would be put 

to death. However, the existence of the castrati is 

entwined with the development of music in the Christian 

Church. Women were not allowed to sing or even speak in 

the early Church, for St. Paul had admonished that "women 
3 

should keep silence in the churches." For centuries boys 

sang the higher parts, until the development of complex 

polyphonic lines required more accomplished musicians. 

The use of falsettists alleviated this difficulty only to 

3The New Oxford Annotated Bible, Revised Stan- 
dard Version (New York: Oxford University Press, 1973), 
I Cor. 14:34 

10 
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a point, for it seems that the falsettist could sing only 

as high as the alto range and maintain a good tone. It is 

suspected that some of the so- called falsettists were in 

actuality castrati, although this is difficult to prove. 

It is known that eunuchs were present in Italian and 

German chapels in the sixteenth century, and were present 

in Italy as early as 1534. In the 1560s and 1570s, six 

castrati were members of the choir of Orlando Lassus in 

Munich, and a Spanish soprano castrato was admitted to the 

choir of the Sistine Chapel in 1562. Two Italian castrati 

were admitted in 1599, and this signalled the end of the 

use of the so- called falsettists, and the beginning of the 

acceptance of the castrati, although the Church did not 

acknowledge their use until 1625. 

The Church maintained its contradictory attitude 

toward the practice of castration and the use of castrati 

by threatening death to those who performed the former, 

and encouraging the latter to serve both the Church and 

himself as fully as possible, meaning, of course, musi- 

cally. By the end of the seventeenth century, the cas- 

trati were an accepted presence in the Italian churches. 

Known by the term "evirati" -- the emasculated ones -- 

their importance grew throughout the eighteenth century. 

Growing in technical and musical stature, they came to be 

called by the more euphemistic term "musico ", which ap- 

pears in the rolls of the Sistine Chapel as well as in 
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opera castings of this time. The term "musico" was later 

inherited by women singers who played male roles. 

Regardless of the label afforded them, the castrati 

acquired a place of dominance in the Catholic Church in 

the mid - seventeenth century. Even after the beginning of 

their decline in the latter part of the eighteenth cen- 

tury, castrati continued to be present in the Sistine 

Chapel. The Church always provided a safe haven for the 

castrato, and there were even castrati in the choir in the 

twentieth century. The last of the choral singers, Mo- 

reschi, died in 1922. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

THE PLACE OF THE CASTRATO IN OPERA 

The presence of the castrato in some European cha- 

pels as early as 1534 predates the emergence of opera as a 

musical form. Beginning with the efforts of the Floren- 

tine Camerata, the first opera, Dafne (music by Peri) was 

presented in 1597. This new style of music was quickly 

imitated in Italy and spread to other countries as well. 

The first appearance of a castrato in an opera was in 

Monteverdi's Orfeo in 1607. His performance was notable, 

for the Court at Mantua, where the opera premiered, did 

not usually use castrati. Signor Magli was invited as a 

guest artist, but what role he sang is unknown. It seems 

odd that one of the writers of the day was impressed 

enough by Magli's presence to comment upon it, but did not 
4 

feel it was important to mention his role. Magli may 

even have taken several roles, a common practice borrowed 

from the Greek theatre. However, it seems possible that 

he might have sung the role of Speranza. This casting 

4 

Jurgen Jürgens, "Claudio Monteverdi: Orfeo: 
Original Text and Manner of Performance ", in Libretto, 
Orfeo, by Claudio Monteverdi, with Nigel Rogers, Emilia 
Petrescu, and Anna Reynolds, cond. Jurgen Jürgens, 
Hamburger Bläserkreis fúr alte Musik, Monteverdi Chor Ham- 
burg, Archiv Production, 2723 -018, 1974, second heading. 

13 
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would have emphasized the neutrality of Speranza's posi- 

tion between the earth and the underworld. This treatment 

eventually led to the acceptance of the castrati as heroes 

of myths, for the purity of the voice could easily repre- 

sent the otherworldliness of the character. Rather than 

seeming grotesque and unrealistic, as we might perceive, 

the voice type would actually represent clearly the inten- 

tion of the composer regarding the character. These my- 

thological subjects were ideal for the "desexed" quality 

of the castrato voice, and, after all, audiences then were 

less concerned with the realisn of the action and charac- 

terization. Instead, they preferred singers who could 

excel at the technical demands placed upon them by the 

composer. 

As early as 1637 castrati were being cast not only as 

mythological characters (who were not necessarily heroic), 

but also as heroes (who might be, but were not always, 

mythological. Roles in this category occurred in Ca- 

valli's La Didone (1641), Rovetta's Ercole in Lidia 

(1645), Cesti's L'Argia (1669), Boretti's Claudio Cesare 

(1672), as well as many other operas throughout the seven- 

teenth century. This concept of character is something 

which is difficult to accept when considering the castrato 

singer in the role of the "macho" hero. Yet Scott states 

that the castrato voice "is not at all emasculated- sound- 

ing... the sound is unambiguously masculine. One can 
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accept that there would have been nothing inherently ab- 

surd in a soprano Julius Caesar, Hercules, or Aeneas -- 

given that these mightly warriors burst into song in the 
5 

first place." 

By the mid - seventeenth century, the prominence of 

the castrato in opera was established, and their popu- 

larity was on the rise. This resulted in a monopoly on 

heroic roles being taken by castrati, and this trend 

continued for the next century. During this time Italian 

opera made use of the castrato to the almost total exclu- 

sion of women, which resulted in their also being cast in 

female roles. A look at opera cast lists of the time 

shows a fairly even distribution between male and female 

roles sung by castrati, as well as some female roles sung 
6 

by women. The dramatic stock in trade of mistaken 

identity also contributed to the acceptance of castrati in 

both male and female roles. 

The castrato voice was perfectly suited to the music 

of the Baroque and Rococo periods, and the music of the 

opera seria was not only well- suited to their voices, but 

tailored to the voice type as well. The supremacy of the 

castrati remained intact through the early- and mid- 

5 
Michael Scott, "On Wings of Song," Opera News, 

48:10 (February 4, 1984), p. 22. 
6 

For a partial list of seventeenth century operas and 
their casts, see Simon T. Worsthorne, Venetian Opera in 
the Seventeenth Century (London: Oxford University Press, 
1954), Appendix. 
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eighteenth century, and women singers, who were not as 

well -trained, could not compete with the powerful, flex- 

ible voices of artists such as Pauluccio, Jeronimo, and, 

later, the famous Farinelli. It is estimated that at one 

time in the eighteenth century, castrati accounted for 

over seventy per cent of all male opera singers, and that 

over four thousand boys were castrated each year in Italy 

alone. This was with the sole intent of producing a 

singer of great worth, but the risks were tremendous. In 

order for the voice to develop properly, the operation 

needed to be performed well before puberty, between the 

ages of six and twelve. If the boy did not develop suf- 

ficiently to assure himself a place in the musical world, 

either in opera or in the Church, he would most likely be 

an outcast, with no place in society. The stakes were 

high, and so the training intense. 

The development of the bel canto technique and the 

castrato's ability to execute difficult melismatic pas- 

sages, often extemporaneously, contributed to the percep- 

tion of these singers as great virtuosos. Although they 

were scorned for their condition in the early seventeenth 

century, castrati came to be not only accepted, but lauded 

for their artistry and technical proficiency. Arias and 

roles were tailored to the coloratura capabilities of the 

castrato voice in the Baroque period, almost always at the 

expense of dramatic credibility. Handel composed many 
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roles for castrato, among them the recently revived 

Rinaldo, and it is conjectured that part of the decline of 

Handel's popularity in London was -due to a rivalry between 

two leading castrati for the favor of the public. When 

Carestini, the castrato most often used in Handel's 

operas, lost popularity, so did Handel's operas. Yet this 

was only indicative of the public's shifting loyalties, 

and it was not until the dramatic emphasis shifted from 

the expression of an affect to the portrayal of an indivi- 

dual that the popularity of the castrato voice began to 

decline. 

Most castrati were admired for their virtuosity and 

had roles written for them which exploited this capa- 
7 

bility. Within this context, it is interesting to note 

the incongruity of a male alto being cast in one of the 

best known operas of all time. The castrato known as 

Guadagni, born in Lodi (near Milan) in 1725, was the 

original Orfeo in the opera of the same name by Gluck, 

which premiered in Vienna in 1762. The role of Orfeo did 

not allow for the technical display so admired in the 

performances of castrati, and indeed, it seems that had 

the role been composed in that style, Guadagni would have 

been incapable of successfully performing it. Burney 

states that "though his manner of singing was perfectly 

7 

Operatic roles were, at that time, composed with 
a specific person in mind, rather than for a general voice 
type. 
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delicate, polished, and refined, his voice seemed at first 
8 

to disappoint every hearer." Guadagni was considered to 

be a good actor, but not technically proficient in his 

singing. This may have contributed to the disappointment 

mentioned above. In spite of the fact that Gluck composed 

the first version of the opera Orfeo before his involve- 

ment with so- called operatic reforms, it seems dramatical- 

ly inappropriate that he should have cast a castrato in a 

role demanding such a sense of drama and true human emo- 

tion. Perhaps this dichotomy between an attempt at musi- 

cal realism and performance by an abnormal singer also 

contributed to the lack of acceptance of Guadagni. Al- 

though the music allotted to Orfeo is "the most simple 
9 

imaginable, a few notes with frequent pauses," its simple 

melodic texture shows, especially in the aria "Che fare 

senza Euridice," the level of sustained lyricism of which 

the castrati were capable. And although not serving the 

sense of dramatic realism later espoused by Gluck, the use 

of a castrato in the role of Orfeo continued the tradition 

of casting mythological characters in this manner, using 

the disembodied sound so appropriate to the treatment of 

such legends. 

When Orfeo was presented in Paris in 1774, the role 

8 

Cited in George Martin, The Opera Companion (New 
York: Dodd, Mead, and Co., 1961), p. 48. 

9 

Henry Pleasants, The Great Singers (New York: 
Simon and Schuster, 1966), p. 82. 
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of Orfeo was sung by a tenor, for the French had never 

accepted castrati on their stages (they did, however, 

tolerate counter -tenors singing secondary female roles in 

opera). They did, interestingly enough, accept women, but 

would not have tolerated a female alto in a male part at 

that time. Major revisions were involved in reworking the 

score for the Paris audience, and "in arranging the part 

of Orpheus to suit a tenor, Gluck lost the more satisfac- 

tory sequence of keys, and controversy is never likely to 

end concerning the casting of the main character as a 
10 

tenor or as an alto." There is also the conflicting 

view that the "Italian custom of transposing castrato 

roles down an octave and having them sung by tenors does 
11 

the greatest violence to the music." An alternative to 

octave transposition is offered by Swanson: "Much the best 

substitutes are male countertenors if they are stong 

enough, and female sopranos and mezzo -sopranos if they are 
12 

not." These comments raise a question which has been 

10 
Arthur Hutchings, "Gluck and Reform Opera," in 

Libretto, Orfeo ed Euridice, by Christoph Willibald Gluck, 
with Marilyn Horne and Pilar Lorengar, cond. Georg Solti, 
Orchestra and Chorus of the Royal Opera House, Covent 
Garden, London Records, OSA -1285, 1970, p. 8. 

11 
Erik Smith, Jacket Notes, La Clemenza di Tito, 

by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, with Werner Krenn and Teresa 
Berganza, cond. Istvan Kertesz, Vienna State Opera and 
Chorus, London Records, OSA -1387, 1968, p. 6. 

12 
Robert Donington, The Opera (New York: Harcourt 

Brace Janovich, Inc., 1978), p. 60. 
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heretofore avoided, namely, whether roles originally com- 

posed for castrati should be taken by mezzo -sopranos or 

tenors. Another related issue is höw and whether the 

eventual decline of the castrati contributed to the de- 

velopment of these voice types, previously unimportant in 

the history of opera. 

In the case of Gluck's Orfeo, there is not a clear 

cut answer to the replacement of the male alto. It has 

been argued that, considering the scoring, no substitution 

for the castato Orfeo is completely satisfactory, although 

Donington feels that the tenor option, made "partly by 

transposing the voice down a fourth and the orchestra up a 

fifth, partly (at original pitch) by considerable recompo- 
13 

sing ... might really be the proper treatment today." 

However, in 1859 Berlioz revised Gluck's score and for the 

first time cast a contralto, the famous Pauline Viardot, 

as Orfeo. It is this scoring of Orfeo as a mezzo that is 

the one most known and accepted by audiences today. 

Shortly after Gluck's Orfeo, the young Mozart com- 

posed Mitridate, ré di Ponto, in 1770. He was only six- 

teen at the time, and this opera reflects his working 

within the style of the opera seria, which was the stan- 

dard form of opera composition at that time. In 1780 he 

composed his famous Idomeneo, which shows more clearly the 

13 
Robert Donington, The Interpretation of Early Music 

(London: Faber and Faber, 1975), p. 524. 
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influence of Gluck in its use of numerous recitativi 

accompagnati, large use of the chorus, and spectacular 

scenes. Another element derived from the standard prac- 

tice of the times was the casting of Idamante, Idomeneo's 

son, as a castrato. The use of Vincenzo del Prato as the 

adolescent son may foretell the later practice of the 

adolescent male being portrayed by a female mezzo -soprano. 

Although he considered casting Osmin in Die Ent - 

fuehrung aus dem Serail (1782) as a castrato, the only 

other opera in which Mozart actually included a castrato 

role was La Clemenza di Tito, composed at the end of his 

career in 1791. The text was written by Metastasio in 

1734 and set by some dozen composers over the following 

sixty years, including Caldara and Gluck. It was, there- 

fore, a fairly well -known text and one that was appro- 

priate for the coronation of Leopold II in Prague, for 

which occasion it was commissioned. The opera seria had 

long since gone out of fashion, and had been replaced by 

opera buffa. Undoubtedly Mozart had composed the role of 

Sextus for a castrato in order to conform to the old style 

of opera seria, but the first performance was considered a 

failure. Guardasoni, a contemporary critic, expressed the 

attitudes of his time, commenting on the unbelievability 

of a castrato as Sextus. Who, he asked, would wish to see 

an opera seria "warbled by a curtailed creature whose 

fleshy mass startled us every time he appeared and was in 
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14 
such comic relation to his bastard voice." He is speak- 

ing of Domenico Bedini, who created the role of Sextus. 

Another male role in La Clemenza di Tito, that of 

Annio, was composed for mezzo -soprano, and so we see an 

opera from the first Viennese period in which male roles 

are taken by both castrato and mezzo -soprano. This oc- 

curred only rarely, but may contribute to the difficulty 

of performing this opera today, as both parts are now 

usually taken by female mezzo - sopranos rather than being 

transposed for tenor. 

Tito gained in popularity and until about 1830 

was the second most popular of Mozart's operas. This 

may have been due, in part, to Mozart's blending of the 

old opera seria form with his sense of musical dramatic 

representation. In some ways, Tito combines the best of 

the traditional by using the coloratura passagework so 

admired by audiences when performed by accomplished cas- 

trati, and the best of the forward - looking dramatic rea- 

lism so present in the music of Mozart. The music of 

Sextus is particular combines these two elements, as may 

be seen in his well -known aria, "Parto, Parto." Music- 

ally, this is one of Mozart's great set pieces, and one of 

his few obbligato arias. In it one can see the florid 

style so prevalent in the music composed for castrati. 

Yet, along with the other operatic works of Mozart, one 

14 
Cited in Smith, p. 8. 
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can see the beginnings of a dramatic concept in music 

which reaches beyond the musically conceived and dra- 

matically limited style of the opéra seria. There is 

also an obvious contrast in dramatic realism as it is 

represented in Mozart's music written for castrati and 

that of earlier composers. The music given to Orfeo in 

Gluck's opera shows sustained, lyric writing, as opposed 

to the more dramatic, florid style of Mozart. 

Yet in each of these styles we see the composer 

struggling to achieve dramatic unity and realization of 

the individual character. This character was only able to 

emerge as the unrealistic characterization of the 

castrato lost its importance, and composers and audiences 

alike reached out for new ways to present and perceive an 

honest representation of the individual in the opera. 



CHAPTER 5 

THE DECLINE OF THE CASTRATI 

Mozart's opera, La Clemenza di Tito, was one of a 

long line of operas based on classic or mythological 

tales. We have already noted the negative response to the 

use of a castrato in the role of Sextus. However, the 

popularity of the castrati had begun to decline before 

this, and Burney feels that "even in 1782, the year of 

Farinelli's death, the history of opera was turning away 

from the castrati although to their contemporaries they 
15 

seemed as supreme as ever." There are several reasons 

for this gradual decline in the music being written for 

castrati and for their presence on the stage. None of 

these reasons are necessarily aesthetic, and the castrati 

continued to appear in operas and in church music for many 

years. 

One reason for the decline was that the form of the 

opera seria, which was the vehicle for the performance of 

the castrati, had become outmoded. In its place emerged 

the opera buffa, or comic opera, in which castrati ap- 

peared only rarely. The interest in mythology, which was 

15 
Cited in Martin, The Opera Companion, p. 52. 
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the backbone of the opera seria, was fading, and in the 

opera buffa we see the beginnings of an attempt to portray 

real life situations and exploit them dramatically. With 

the emergence of the bourgeoisie, especially in France, 

there arose an interest in the common man and the depic- 

tion of his character. This was an area in which the 

castrato could play little part. 

A second reason for the decline of the castrati was a 

changing attitude toward the training of singers. The 

arduous discipline required to master the techniques of 

bel canto singing in the manner of the castrati was less 

acceptable. Students were less willing to devote the time 

and effort, as well as less willing to undergo mutilation 

for the sake of art. 

Third, Napoleon is considered to have played a major 

role in the decline of the castrati. There is a possibly 

apocryphal story that he once heard the famous male alto, 

Crescentini, and was so impressed with this singing that 

he promised him whatever he wished. The reply was a 

request to eliminate the barbaric custom of castration. 

Whether the story is true or not, Napoleon, during his 

occupation of Italy, began to enforce laws which had been 

ignored by the lax Italian governments, including those 

concerning castration. 

The question arose as to how to replace the castrati 

in productions of operas containing roles written for 
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them, although operas continued to be composed for cas- 

trati well into the nineteenth century. For example, the 

role of Malcolm in Rossini's La Donna del Lago (1819) was 

composed for castrato. Rossini was the last important 

composer to write for castrato, composing such roles as 

Aureliano in Aureliano in Palmira (1813) for the famous 

Velluti. 

Opera roles were composed less frequently with this 

voice type in mind, and the last role composed specific- 

ally for castrato appears in Meyerbeer's Il Crociato in 

Egitto of 1824, also composed for Velluti. The last 

appearance of a castrato in an operatic production was in 

London in 1844. After that time, castrati continued to 

sing in Church music until their eventual extinction in 

1922 with the death of Moreschi. 



CHAPTER 6 

THE EMERGENCE OF THE MEZZO - SOPRANO 

The gradual disappearance of the castrati coincided 

to some degree with the emergence of both the tenor and 
16 

the mezzo - soprano voice as important factors in opera. 

They developed, in part, through the necessity of finding 

an acceptable substitute for the castrati performers. 

However, the practice at that time was not to compose for 

a voice type, but rather for a particular singer. This 
17 

lack of fach- consciousness remained true through the 

time of Rossini. Just as musicologists occasionally have 

a difficult time attempting to determine the exact instru- 

mentation used in Medieval and Renaissance music, it is 

apparent that this practice extended into the field of 

operatic composition. This crossing of the lines occurred 

not only between soprano and mezzo -soprano, or between 

castrato and female singers, but between male and female 

16 
For a discussion of the development of the tenor 

voice, see Alphonse Anderson, "A Study of the Emergence 
and Development of the Operatic Tenor Voice from the Era 
of the Castrati," Lecture Recital Document, University of 
Arizona, 1981. 

17 
Fach is the German term used to denote a voice 

category. 
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singers as well. Composers tended to avoid "fixing a 
18 

rigid relationship of roles to voices." We should 

remember this tendency when discussing the transitory 

period between the supremacy of the castrato and the 

development of the leading tenor and mezzo - soprano voices 

(whether the mezzo sang male or female roles). 

In addition, the change in the status of the 

singer took place over a long period of time. Manuel 

Garcia Senior, the father of the well -known nineteenth 

century pedagogue, was important, along with other tenors, 

"in the slow gradation of the tenor to the status of opera 

star, displacing the castrato as the male counterpart of 
19 

the prima donna." 

In much the same manner the mezzo - soprano played 

her part in this transition. Even more than the tenor, 

she displaced the castrato, for it was she who took over 

the roles originally composed for the castrato, con- 

tributing to the establishment of the mezzo - soprano as an 

operatic voice type in its own right. Prior to this 

development, female singers were almost always classified 

as sopranos. It was not until the male alto disappeared 

that the contralto or mezzo - soprano became important. 

However, in displacing the castrato the mezzo -soprano was 

18 
Rodolfo Celletti, "Mezzo- sopranos and Contral- 

tos," trans. from Musica d'Oggi, Opera, 14, (June 1963), 
p. 376. 

19 
Pleasants, p. 128. 
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not limited to taking male heroic roles. In this period 

from the late eighteenth century through the early nine- 

teenth century, the mezzo - soprano was emerging almost as a 

catch -all type of singer. She needed the range and flexi- 

bility admired in the castrato voice, and which later 

inspired such roles as Cenerentola, Rosina, and Urbain. 

She needed to be able to portray both men and women; in 

the oratorios of Bach and Purcell she assumed male roles 

originally scored for male alto, as well as assuming the 

operatic trouser roles originally intended for castrato. 

Although she began by assuming roles intended for men, 

composers could now feel free to compose male roles for 

her. Often the mezzo - soprano needed the range and quality 

of the soprano in order to make a name for herself. 

As the voice type became more defined, so did the 

character type which the mezzo played. The pre- Romantic 

roles of Paolo in Guglielmo's Paolo e Virginia and Romeo 

in Zingarella's Romeo give a hint as to how mezzos will be 

cast in the nineteenth century. This delineation of cha- 

racter played an increasingly important role in the dra- 

matic representation of character in music, beginning with 

the master of dramatic expression, Mozart. His awareness 

of the breakdown of class structure and the emerging 

middle class is shown in his setting of the contemporary 

Beaumarchais play, Le Mariage de Figaro. Mozart's Le 

Nozze di Figaro premièred in Vienna in 1786, and although 
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the characters represent types, they are also shown to be 

individuals. All of the characters are well- drawn, but 

in the person of Cherubino we see that "Mozart has a- 

chieved in music what Guillaume de Lorris is said to have 

achieved in poetry, 'that boy -like blending of innocence 

and sensuousness which could make us believe for a moment 
20 

that paradise had never been lost.'" The reality of the 

character is accomplished more through musical representa- 

tion than through dramatic casting. Mozart wrote rarely 

for the mezzo - soprano voice, and in Cherubino we see an 

anticipation of the Romantic practice of representing 

adolescence by means of the deeper female voice. 

20 
Donald J. Grout, A Short History of Opera, second 

edition (New York: Columbia University Press, 1965), 
p. 284. 



CHAPTER 7 

THE MEZZO - SOPRANO IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY 

The emphasis of the nineteenth century was upon that 

of character, as composers continued the trend started by 

Mozart and his contemporaries. The increasing emphasis on 

realism on the operatic stage may be considered to have 

begun with the dying out of the emphasis on mythology and 

the use of the castrato voice, and to have culminated in 

the development of the verismo opera at the end of the 

nineteenth century. 

Yet this emerging effort to portray characters rea- 

listically was thwarted by the tendency of singers to 

cross voice type lines, singing practically whatever roles 

they wished. The contralto Schoenberger specialized in 

Mozart tenor roles such as Tito, Tamino, and Belmonte. 

Annibale Pio Fabri, a tenor, appeared in roles composed 

for bass Giuseppe Boschi, as well as in roles composed for 

Boschi's wife, Francesca. Boschi himself once performed 

in a role composed for mezzo -soprano. Many female mezzo - 

sopranos -- notably Malibran, Pasta, and Viardot -- per- 

formed soprano roles to achieve stardom, for, unlike their 

castrato counterparts, the label of mezzo - soprano retained 

a negative connotation. Of course, many of the mezzo 

31 
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roles of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth cen- 

turies boasted high tessituras, whether male or female 

characters. This is true in roles such as Urbain in 

Meyerbeer's Les Huguenots. The tendency to equate the 

mezzo - soprano fach with that of the contralto had not yet 

arisen. Malibran often sang the title role in Rossini's 

Otello, as did Pasta, and Alboni even sang the baritone 

role of Charles V in the 1847 Covent Garden production of 

Verdi's Ernani. Other mezzos who have sung roles ori- 

ginally composed for male voices include Barlani Dini in 

Bellini's La Pirata (circa 1870), and Trebelli in the 

tenor role of Abu Hassan, in the opera of the same name by 

Weber. In some early performances of I Pagliacci, Beppo 

was sung by a mezzo, and as late as the early twentieth 

century, Mary Garden was performing Le Jongleur de Notre 

Dame. This voice -crossing also occurred in reverse. In 

Rossini's Guillaume Tell, the tenor Duprez took over the 

role of Arnold as a last minute replacement for mezzo 

Pisaroni. 

It is not difficult to see how this practice of voice 

crossing could confuse the issue of realistic character 

representation. However, the intention of the composer 

was becoming more and more to present a credible, human 

character to whom the audience could relate. 

Although it may not seem very realistic to have a 

male character portrayed by a female, in some cases it 
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might actually be more realistic. One example would be 

that of the male adolescent. A male singer, even a tenor, 

would have difficulty presenting a realistic picture of an 

adolescent to the audience due to his physical maturity. 

The issue is less who is playing the role, but the manner 

in which it is perceived by the audience. We can see that 

"operatic voice casting relies on a physiognomic corre- 

spondence between that which the artist wants to express 
21 

and that by which he chooses to express it." Composers 

in the nineteenth century often chose to cast women in 

male roles, proscribing the quality of the voice and 

character he wanted. The different male character types 

portrayed by mezzo - sopranos in the nineteenth century 

include the page, the young boy, the adolescent in love, 

the warrior -hero, and royalty. These different types of 

characters came to be portrayed by women for dramatic 

purposes, all intended to represent realistically a cer- 

tain kind of character. 

The early role model of Cherubino set the stage for 

the various page roles composed in the nineteenth century. 

In real life pages were often young boys, and the woman's 

lighter voice and hopefully slighter build ennabled her to 

pass as a youth. Besides Cherubino, other famous pages 

include Urbain in Meyerbeer's Les Huguenots and Oskar in 

21 
K. Mitchells, "Operatic Characters and Voice Type," 

Royal Music Association Proceedings, 97:47 -58, 1970 -71. 
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Verdi's Un Ballo in Maschera. The former is a high mezzo 

or soprano role, and the latter a high soprano role. This 

higher tessitura also speaks of the composer's attempt to 

portray youth through higher voice range, and perhaps 

casting them as sopranos speaks of their being youths as 

opposed to adolescents. 

Mitchells states that voice casting according to age 

"is based on typical character differences between youth 

and old age, and can therefore be regarded as a case of 

linking certain voice types with certain character traits 
22 

regardless of the age of the operatic figure." This 

attempts to destroy the notion that there is a correspon- 

dence between character age and voice type. Yet we see 

that historically in French and Italian comic operas, the 

younger the character, the higher the voice type, with the 

tenor representing youth, the baritone as a the mature 

man, and the bass representing characters in old age. One 

can extend this representation to include mezzo -sopranos 

and sopranos, with the idea that young lovers might be 

portrayed by tenors, adolescents by mezzos, and boys by 

sopranos. 

The page is not the only type of young boy sung by 

sopranos. In Humperdinck's Hansel and Gretel, Hansel is 

sung by a high mezzo. However, far more common in the 

repertoire is the adolescent, either as the son of royalty 

22 
Mitchells, p. 49. 
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or as a young man in love. In this category are such 

roles as the Romeos of Vaccai and Bellini, Smeaton in 

Donizetti's Anna Bolena, and Mafio in the ame composer's 

Lucrezia Borgia. In addition there are the roles of Vanya 

in Rimsky -Korsakov's A Life for the Tsar and Boris' son in 

Boris Godunov by Mussorgsky. 

The adolescent in love becomes somewhat less credible 

as a trouser role, although it can be very effective when 

contrasting the youth to an older competitor. Such is the 

case in Gounod's Faust, where Siebel, sung by a mezzo, has 

little chance of winning Marguerite's affections over the 

older, mature Faust. 

The mezzo as warrior -hero is a holdover from the days 

of the castrati, and the mezzo's reign as hero hardly 

outlived that of the castrati. Rossini composed several 

roles in this area, including Arbace in Semiramide, Mal- 

colm in La Donna del Lago, and Tancredi, in the opera of 

the same name. 

One sees the mezzo as a royal figure in such roles as 

Orlofsky in Johann Strauss' Die Fledermaus and Count Ro- 

frano, better known as Octavian, in Richard Strauss' Der 

Rosenkavalier. The former, although a relatively minor 

character, is difficult to interpret, for it is unclear 

whether he is a young adolescent prince or an older gen- 

tleman. 

Some question has been raised regarding the possi- 
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bility of vocal range reflecting social rank, and although 

this may be inferred in some instances, no definitive 

correspondence has been established. 

By far the most common characterization for trouser 

roles in the nineteenth century is the casting of the 

mezzo - soprano as an adolescent of some type. One might 

ask whether the use of the mezzo in these roles was due to 

a progressive sense of drama or to the early nineteenth 

century devotion to the emerging contralto voice. In the 

early trouser roles, such as Cherubino, there was little 

distinction made between the soprano and mezzo - soprano 

voice. Indeed, Mozart wrote no leading roles for mezzo 

contralto other than those written for Bussani, namely, 

Cherubino and Despina, both of which can be and are sung 

by sopranos. 

However, by the time of Rossini there was a clearer 

line of demarcation, and it was Rossini "who fully ex- 

ploited the contralto voice as a bel canto instrument, 

raising it to a peak of stylistic and technical perfec- 
23 

tion." His love of the contralto voice undoubtedly 

developed in part due to the fact that his wife was a 

contralto, and he composed a wide variety of character 

types for the lower female voice. Rossini clearly distin- 

guished between mezzo and contralto, but a few years after 

their first performances, most of the roles he composed 

23 
Celletti, p. 376. 
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for those voice ranges came to be sung by contraltos. 

Current performance practice is for most of these roles to 

be sung by mezzos. 

The male repertory was only one aspect of the ex- 

panding mezzo - soprano vocabulary. Composers in the nine- 

teenth century cast her as the soprano's rival in love, 

where she might be either sweet -natured (Adalgesia in 

Bellini's Norma) or cruel and violent (Eboli in Verdi's 

Don Carlo). In France there was no development of 

the mezzo - soprano until the time of Rossini. When it did 

develop in the the opéra comique the mezzo came to play 

not only the soprano's rival in love, but also such roles 

as her confidante, governess, or mother. We see this in 

such roles as Marthe in Gounod's Faust and, in Italian 

opera, Giovanna in Verdi's Rigoletto. The mezzo also came 

to be associated with the qualities of sensuality and 

restlessness, as in Bizet's Carmen or Maddalena in Verdi's 

Rigoletto. Thus it can be seen that the mezzo - soprano 

sang many different types of characters in the nineteenth 

century, with trouser roles being an important, but not 

exclusive, area of performance. 



CHAPTER 8 

TWENTIETH CENTURY TRENDS 

The role of Octavian in Der Rosenkavalier in 1911 is 

considered to be the last important trouser role written, 

although there have been roles composed since that time. 

Among these are Yniold in Debussy's Pelléas et Mélisande 

and the child in Ravel's L'enfant et les Sortilèges 

(1925). The tendency in the twentieth century has been to 

compose roles which may be sung by either soprano or 

tenor, which may have originated in the nineteenth century 

with Thomas' Mignon. There the role of Frederic carried 

the designation that it could be sung by either voice. 

Probably the most well -known twentieth century role in 

that category is Oberon in Britten's A Midsummer Night's 

Dream. Janacek also composed roles with this is mind, 

including the fox in Cunning Little Vixen (1924) and 

Aljeja in From the House of the Dead (1930). 

By surveying the trouser roles of the twentieth cen- 

tury we may make several observations. First, the compo- 

sition of male opera roles performed by female singers 

continued past its apex in the nineteenth century well 

into the twentieth century, although this practice has 

been far less common. Second, the composition of trouser 

38 
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roles or optional trouser roles has not been limited to 

one group of composers or style of composition, but has 

appeared occasionally in different nationalities of compo- 

sition. Third, the scoring of a role for either soprano 

or tenor voice reflects a breakdown of the understanding 

of fach as it developed in the nineteenth century. 

Whereas this distinction originally seemed to appear 

as an attempt to compensate for the loss of the castrato 

singer, in the the twentieth century its disappearance has 

its own significance. If voices mirror the spirit of a 

period as as well as individual characters, then the 

significance of transvestism in opera takes on a new 

meaning. 

One of the most recent trouser roles composed is that 

of the Emperor in Hans Werner Henze's We Come to the 

River, which premiered in London in 1976, and received its 

first American performance in Santa Fe, New Mexico, in 
24 

1984. According to Walter Ducloux, Henze composed the 

role of the Emperor for mezzo - soprano in order to minimize 

the boundaries between male and female sexuality. We can 

easily see this trend, which has been present in English 

and American pop music since the early 1960s, when we look 

at current performance idols such as Michael Jackson and 

Boy George. And though we in the world of classical 

24 
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music, especially the conservative world of opera, may not 

take such performers very seriously, they, perhaps even 

more than Henze, reflect the trends of our society. 

This attitude appears not only in new compositions, 

but also in new productions standard eighteenth and nine- 

teenth century operas. The witch in Hansel and Gretel is 

occasionally sung by a tenor, and the transition of Parsi- 

fal from male to female -- with the voice remaining male 

-- in Syberberg's production of 1980 causes something of a 

shock to those who know the opera. The boundaries between 

men and women and the roles they play, both in society and 

on stage, appear to be becoming less defined every day. 

How this will affect music in general and opera in 

particular remains to be seen. Although there has been a 

definite decrease in the number of trouser roles composed 

in this century, the direction toward bisexuality or uni- 

sexuality in contemporary society may well be reflected in 

the casting of roles in future operas. 

This trend is not necessarily unique to the late 
25 

twentieth century. Moses saw the emergence of the cas- 

trato voice as the fulfillment of an age -old dream wish of 

bisexual hermaphroditism. In order to support this pre- 

mise he describes the place of hermaphroditic mythology in 

cultural history, using examples of primitive art and the 

25 
Paul Moses, "The Psychology of the castrato voice," 

Folia phoniat., 12, 204 -215 (1960). 
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Greek story of Zeus giving birth to Athena. Part of 

creating the mythological atmosphere was the use of the 

castrati in the role of gods or mythological characters, 

for they were a vocal hermaphroditic combination, possess- 

ing a female voice inside a male body. In addition, Moses 

points to the Renaissance style of male long hair and 

exposed legs as a progression in the same direction. 

Whether one wishes to accept his premise or consider 

it as an expression of his own attitudes toward sexuality, 

it is possible to see that current attitudes do and will 

continue to play a part in the scoring of operas. Whether 

roles such as Henze's Emperor will continue to be written, 

or will bend to a more radical statement toward uni- 

sexuality will depend upon the attitudes of society toward 

sexuality, and how composers choose to express that atti- 

tude in their music. 



CONCLUSION 

We have seen the boundaries between men and women in 

the theatre begin as an absolute exclusion of women from 

the stage for both cultural and religious reasons. Al- 

though women were excluded from participating in the music 

of the early Christian Church, the castrati were not, and 

acquired a dominant place both in the Church and on the 

operatic stage, performing both male and female roles. As 

the castrato diminished in importance for both humani- 

tarian and political reasons, the tenor and mezzo - soprano 

emerged as replacements for this voice type, achieving 

their own important place in the repertory. 

One of these areas for the versatile mezzo was that 

of the trouser role, and several distinct types of charac- 

ter developed in the nineteenth century. Among these were 

the page, the adolescent, and the warrior -hero. The 

mezzo - soprano and contralto also developed several charac- 

teristic female roles, including the soprano's rival -in- 

love, the confidante, and the mother or nurse. 

The composition of male roles for women has declined 

in the twentieth century, although there has been occa- 

sional output in the style. The future of the trouser 

role is dependent upon the evolving compositional prac- 

42 
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tices in the medium of opera, although the late twentieth 

century direction toward the elimination of sexual defini- 

tion may result in the question becoming obsolete. 
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